INTRODUCING BELLA
Y O U R L U X U RY YA C H T

F

rom the moment you step aboard her teak decking,
luxurious space is a constant companion. The distinctive
design ethos of the Flybridge range flows seamlessly on
the exterior of the Princess 55 with contrasting textures and
materials incorporated throughout with smart paneling,
directionally laid teak veneers, inlaid polished stainless steel and
contemporary paint finishes.
You may rent the boat for the hour, or the entire day.
Prices below will be rounded up to the nearest hour.
		
		
2 hours - 3,000USD
		
3 hours - 4,000USD
		
4 hours - 5,000USD
		
5 hours - 6,000USD
		
6 hours - 7,000USD
		
Full day - 8,000USD

WHALE SHARK & MANTA SEARCH

Accompanied by our Marine Biologist you will be on the
lookout for both Whale Sharks & Mantas.

DIVING IN NOONU ATOLL

Venture to our neighbouring Atoll in the north to experience
some amazing dive sites such as “Orimas Thila” and
“Christmas Rock”

ISLAND HOPPING

Snorkeling on some of the rarest reefs in Lhaviyani, explore completely deserted islands and picnic all by yourself in the upmost
privacy on your own beach

CHAMPAGNE SUNSET CRUISE

We highly recommend using Bella for one of the following
excursions.

Choose to either do a Night Dive or simply watch the sunset
over the horizon from the comfort of the deck followed by some
celebratory champagne and overnight adventure under the stars

BAA ATOLL

TRANSFER TO AND FROM OTHER RESORTS

Cruise around one of the neighbouring Atolls and explore the
open ocean where you could stumble upon everything from
whales breaching to dolphins as far as the eyes can see.

Whether you need pickup or would like to contine your travels
within the Maldives we also offer one of the countries most
luxurious shuttle service between the islands

HANIFARU BAY

Explore the worlds largest feeding ground for Mantas. Observe
mantas in what is called ‘cyclone feeding’ in which there are
sometimes up to 50 or more mantas.
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